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Abstract 

 
 Automatic text summarization is used as a 
tool to help people in reducing the time spent 
manually extracting the main ideas from text 
documents. If the natural disaster news is 
provided as the summary form including 
important and relevant information, people in 
management level can make comparisons and 
intelligent decisions quickly without exhausting 
energy by manually extracting the salient points. 
Moreover, for a normal user, automatic 
summary report of the disaster news makes them 
clear perception and fully awareness of the 
effects of the natural disaster by inspecting death 
toll and damage of the natural hazards. 
Therefore, this paper proposes Automatic 
Myanmar Text Summarization framework that is 
based on Information Extraction and practical 
implementation of this framework in 
summarizing natural disaster news which are in 
seven types: Earthquake, Flood, Landslide, 
Forest Fire, Tornado, Storm and Volcanic 
Eruption described in Myanmar Language. The 
two main components of the proposed 
framework, Myanmar Word Segmentation model 
based on Conditional Random Fields (CRFs) 
and Information Extraction Model using CRFs 
approach are also introduced. 
 
Keyword: Automatic Text Summarization, 
Conditional Random Fields 
 
 

1. Introduction  

  
 The speedy growth in text documents brings 
the problem of finding out important information 
of a text document with minimal time and effort. 
In order to solve this problem, text 
summarization systems which extract brief 
information from a given text are created. 
Automatic summarization is the task of 
generating a summary by a computer. A 
summary is a shortened version of a text that 
contains the main points of the original content. 
By just looking at the summary of a document 
which is the replacement for the original content, 
the user can easily recognize the concise 
overview of the important events. The main 
benefit of automatic summarization is saving a 
lot of time for people that deal with a large 
amount of textual information. 
 Automatic Text Summarization Systems vary 
depending on their input, purpose and output 
factors [7]. Extractive summarization systems 
collect important sentences from the input text in 
order to generate summaries. Abstractive 
summarization systems do not collect sentences 
from the input text, but they try to capture the 
main concepts in the text, and generate new 
sentences to represent these main concepts. 
Abstractive summarization approach is similar to 
the way that human summarizers follow. Since 
creating abstractive summaries is a more 
complex task, most of automatic text 
summarization systems are extractive 
summarization systems.  



If a summary is generated from a single 
document, it is known as single
summarization. On the other hand, if a single 
summary is generated from multiple 
on the same subject, this is known a
document summarization. 
summarization systems generate summaries 
containing main topics of documents. In query
based summarization, the generated summaries 
contain the sentences that are related to the given 
queries.  In this paper, multi-documents, query
based, extractive and informative Automatic 
Myanmar Text Summarization framework 
introduced. 
 The rest of the paper is organized as follows. 
Section 2 presents the related work in 
summarization. Section 3 explains 
Myanmar Text Summarization Architecture
Automatic Myanmar Text Summarization 
System for natural disaster domain is 
Section 4. Section 5 presents the evaluation 
results and analysis, and Section 6 
concluding remarks and future directions.
 

2. Related Work 
 
  Since about one decade ago Information 
Extraction (IE) and Automated Text 
Summarization have been recognized as two 
tasks sharing the same goal: extract accurate 
information from unstructured texts according to 
a user's specific desire, and present the 
information to the user in a compact form. 
Summarization aims to formulate this 
information in natural language sentences, 
whereas IE aims to convert the information
structured representations (e.g., databases). 
Because a significant percentage of queries in the 
summarization task involve facts (entities, 
relations and events), it is beneficial to exploit 
facts extracted by IE techniques to improve 
automatic summarization. 

If a summary is generated from a single 
document, it is known as single-document 
summarization. On the other hand, if a single 
summary is generated from multiple documents 
on the same subject, this is known as multi-
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 This observation was previously employed in 
the design of the architecture of the SUMMONS 
multi-document summarization system [
SUMMONS, summarization is viewed as a two
tiered process: (a) conceptual and (b) linguistic 
summarization. Conceptual summarization deals 
with content selection whereas linguistic 
summarization is concerned with linguistic 
realization of the content. 
 More recently, Filatova and Hatzivassiloglou 
[3] considered the contexts involving any pair of 
names as general ‘events’ and used them to 
improve extractive summarization.  
 Vanderwende et al. [9] explored an event
centric approach and generated summaries based 
on extracting and merging portions of logical 
forms. 
  Biadsy et al. [1] exploited entity and time 
facts extracted from IE to improve sentence 
extraction for biographical summaries.
 Hachey [4] used generic relations to improve 
extractive summarization. 
 

3. Automatic Myanmar Text 
Summarization Architecture
 

Figure 1: Automatic Myanmar Text 
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depicted. The detailed explanations of the 
components of this system are in the following 
subsections. 

 

3.1. Text to XML File format Conversion 

XML is a language that separates the data 
from the presentation of the data.  This means 
that the form and the content of the data are 
separate, unlike in the current languages.  This 
makes the data more easily understood by a 
person reading the data since the tags are 
meaningful. There is no restriction to a limited 
set of tags. Thus, it is free to define the 
information type required by the system. 
Moreover, XML supports Unicode. All of its 
advantages fit to the requirements of the system. 
Thus, XML is used in the system for multi-
documents summarization purpose. 
 
3.2. Syllabification 
 

In Automatic Myanmar Text 
Summarization System, syllabification of 
Myanmar Text is carried out with the use of the 
Longest String Matching and it is proposed in 
[5]. In their work, it includes 1894 syllables 
listed by Myanmar Natural Language Processing 
Group with foreign words including Pali and 
Sanskrit words and other potential syllables from 
Myanmar-English dictionary. The incorrect 
syllabification is encountered for loan words and 
rarely used syllables. 

 

3.3. Conditional Random Fields 
 
 A Conditional Random Field (CRF), a 
variant of Markov Random Network can be 
viewed as an undirected graphical model. It 
combines classification and graphical modeling 
for segmenting and labeling sequential data. 
Therefore, it has been widely used in many 

natural language processing tasks. Because CRF 
is simply a conditional probability distribution, it 
is able to solve the problem of complex 
independencies, the main difficulty of Hidden 
Markov Models (HMMs) that define the joint 
probability distribution. Moreover, CRF avoids 
label bias problem which is a restriction of 
Maximum Entropy Markov Models (MEMMs). 
Let D (D1, D2,…, Dn) be the observation 
sequential data and L (L1, L2,…, Ln) be the labels. 
A linear chain CRF can be defined as follows:  
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in which ZD is a normalization factor which can 
be defined as 

	� � ∑ 
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and  fj (li-1,li,D,i)
 
 is a feature function and 

�� is the weight for feature fj.  

 

3.4. CRF-based Word Segmentation 
Model 
 
 Word Segmentation is a preliminary stage of 
most of Natural Language Processing 
applications since Myanmar Language has no 
word boundaries. In this proposed system, Word 
Segmentation is carried out with the use of CRF. 
The CRFs algorithm approach will learn the 
characteristics of text information as a binary 
classification problem according to a set of type 
features.  
 Basically, most researches use an open source 
software package based on CRFs algorithm, 
CRF++ tool which is a simple package, 
customizable and open source implementation 
based on the CRFs algorithm. It is able to predict 
each syllable from data input and categories it as 
one of two classes such as: the beginning of a 
word, and the intra-word syllable. Beginning of a 
word is defined as a labeled class (indicated by 



“B” in our text corpus), and intra-word 
characters is defined as a labeled class (indicated 
by “I” in our text corpus). CRF-based Word 
Segmentation model is obtained and it can be 
used for Word Segmentation task. 
 

3.5. Information Extraction Model using 
CRF 

 Another important component of the 
system is Information Extraction. This task is 

also considered as sequence labeling task with 
the use of CRF. The main advantage of CRF 
comes from that it can relax the assumption of 
conditional independence of the observed data 
often used in generative approaches, an 
assumption that might be too restrictive for a 
considerable number of object classes. 
Additionally, CRF avoids the label bias problem. 
For this job, C++ based CRF++ package, a 
simple, customizable, and open source 
implementation of CRF for segmenting /labeling 
sequential data is used. 

3.6. Summary Generation 

 The last phase is summary generation phase. 
The output format of Automatic Text 
Summarization system can be running text or 
graphics, tables or charts. In our system, for clear 
visualization and understanding, tabular form of 
the summarized news is produced as output. 
 

4. Automatic Myanmar Text 
Summarization System for Natural 
Disaster Domain 
 
 The framework introduced in Section 3 is 
practically implemented and tested for natural 
disaster news. Natural disaster news in Myanmar 
Language is collected from official Myanmar 
Newspapers. The gathered natural disaster news 

is seven types including Earthquake, Flood, 
Landslide, Tornado, Storm, Volcanic Eruption 
and Forest Fire. The articles are totally about 600 
for 2011, 2012 and 2013.  The number of 
sentences in each news article usually ranges 
from two to ten sentences. 
 

4.1. Data Preparation 
 

 
Figure 2: Sample Earthquake News Printed in 

Official Myanmar Newspaper 
စခီ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ�၌ ငလ�င�  န�စ�က�ိမ� 

ထပ�မံလ�ပု� 

ပေက�င�း ဧပ�ီ ၂၅၊ ၂၀၁၃ 

တရုတ�နိုင�ငံ စခီ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ� အနောက�တောင�ပုိင�း 

ရင�ဘင�းမ�ို့၌ ဧပ� ီ၂၅ ရက�က ရစ�ခ��တာစကေး ၄ ဒသမ 

၈ န�င�့ ၄ ဒသမ ၂ 

အဆင�့ရ�ိငလ�င�န�စ�က�ိမ�ထပ�မံလ�ပု�ခဲ့က�ောင�းပရ

က�စ�တဗီ�သီတင�းတ�င� ဖော�ပ�သည�။ 

အဆိုပ�ငလ�င�က�ောင�့ အနည�းဆံုး ၂၄ ဦး 

ထိခိုက�ဒဏ�ရာရရ�ိသ�ားပ�းီ ထောင�ပေ�င�းမ�ားစ�ာသော 

နေအိမ�မ�ား ပ�ိုက�ပ�က�စးီသ�ားသည�။ 
Figure 3: Sample Earthquake News in Textual 

Form 
 In Figure 2, Earthquake news published 

in official Myanmar newspaper is described. 
Since it is in printed form, we have to transform 
it into textual format. In the transformation task, 

one thing to do is font conversion. WinInnwa 
font in printed text is changed into Padauk font 

using the online font converter [10] and the 
resulted text document is as shown in Figure 3. 

4.2. Text to XML file format conversion 
for natural disaster news 
 



 As mentioned in Figure 2, news printed in 
newspaper has three portions: title, source of the 
news and news content. In xml file, the contents 
of the news are stored with tags: <newsid>, 
<type>, <year>, <month>, <title>, <source>, 
<news>. <newsid> tag is auto increment. To 
identify the value of the <type> tag, title of the 
news is searched with keywords. For example, 
for the title “နယူးဇလီန၌ အငအားပငးငလငလုပ”, the 
keyword is “ငလငလငလငလငငငင”. By analyzing the titles of 

the news articles, the keywords found to identify 
types of natural disasters are defined as follows. 
For flood, the keywords are “ရေလ��မ�း၊ ရေဘေး၊ 

ရေလ��ံ၊ ရေက�းီ” and “မ�ေပ�ို” is the keyword for 

landslide. For Storm, “မုန�တိုင�း” is the keyword 

and “လေဆင�န�ာမောင�း” is the keyword for 

Tornado. For Volcano, “မးီတောင�” and “မီးလောင�၊ 

တောမးီ” for Forest Fire can be used as keywords. 

From the source of the news, values of the 
<month> and <year> tags can be obtained. For 
example, in the news source, “ပေက�င�း ဧပ�ီ ၂၅၊ 

၂၀၁၃”, we can get month is ဧပ� ီand year is ၂၀၁၃.  

 
<? xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" ?> 
<naturaldisaster> 
  <newsarticle> 
    <newsid>1</newsid> 
    <type>Earthquake</type> 
    <year>  2013    </year> 
    <month> April   </month> 

    <title> စခီ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ�၌ ငလ�င�န�စ�က�မိ� 

ထပ�မံလ�ပု�</title> 

    <source> ပေက�င�း ဧပ� ီ၂၅၊ ၂၀၁၃   </source> 

    <news>တရုတ�နိုင�ငံ စီခ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ� 

အနောက�တောင�ပိုင�း ရင�ဘင�းမ�ို့၌ ဧပ� ီ ၂၅ ရက�က 

ရစ�ခ��တာစကေး ၄ ဒသမ ၈ န�င�့ ၄ ဒသမ ၂ အဆင�့ရ�ိ 

ငလ�င�န�စ�က�ိမ�ထပ�မံလ�ပု�ခ့ဲက�ောင�း 

ပရက�စ�တီဗ�သီတင�းတ�င� ဖော�ပ�သည�။ 

အဆိုပ�ငလ�င�က�ောင�့ အနည�းဆံုး ၂၄ ဦး 

ထိခိုက�ဒဏ�ရာရရ�ိသ�ားပ�းီ ထောင�ပေ�င�းမ�ားစ�ာသော 

နေအိမ�မ�ား ပ�ိုက�ပ�က�စးီသ�ားသည�။ 
    </news> 
 </newsarticle> 
  …………… 
</naturaldisaster> 
 

Figure 4: XML –Formatted News 

The remaining three tags refer to the three 
portions of the news article. Figure 4 shows the 
news article in xml format. 

4.3. Syllabification and Word 
Segmentation 
 The first stage of preprocessing stage is 
syllabification because word segmentation is 
carried out in syllable level instead of character 
level. The output of the syllabification can be 
seen in the first column of Figure 5 which shows 
the training file for word segmentation model. 
The second column indicates the position of the 
syllable whether it is at the beginning of the 
word or at the intermediate of the word by 
describing in IOB2 format. The syllables that are 
not included in the word are represented with 

“O” (for example, “၊”, “ ။”).  

တူ       B  

ရ     I  

က ီ       I 

နိုင�        I  

ငံ         I  

အ        B 

ရ�ေ့       I 

တောင�  I  

ပိုင�း     I  

ဗင�း     B 

ပ�ည�    B 

နယ�     I 

တ�င� B 
 

Figure 5: Training File for Word 
Segmentation Model 

 The template file used in Word 
Segmentation Model is depicted in Figure 6. 
Each line in the template file denotes one 
template. In each template, special macro 
%x[row,col] will be used to specify a token in 



the input data. “row” specfies the relative 
position from the current focusing token and 
“col” specifies the absolute position of the 
column. The expanded feature of template is 
indicated in Figure 7. 

# Unigram  

U00:%x[-2,0] 

U01:%x[-1,0] 

U02:%x[0,0] 

U03:%x[1,0] 

U04:%x[2,0] 

U05:%x[-2,0]/%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0] 

U06:%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0]/%x[1,0] 

U07:%x[0,0]/%x[1,0]/%x[2,0] 

U08:%x[-1,0]/%x[0,0] 

U09:%x[0,0]/%x[1,0]  

# Bigram  

B      

 Figure 6: Template File for Word 
Segmentation Model 

Sample inputted sentence  
  တရုတ�နိုင�ငံ စခီ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ� 

အနောက�တောင�ပိုင�း ရင�ဘင�းမ�ို့၌ ဧပ�ီ၂၅ရက�က 

ရစ�ခ��တာစကေး ၄ဒသမ၈ န�င�့ ၄ဒသမ၂ အဆင�့ရ�ိ 

ငလ�င�န�စ�က�ိမ�ထပ�မံလ�ပု�ခ့ဲက�ောင�း 

ပရက�စ�တီဗ�သီတင�းတ�င� ဖော�ပ�သည�။ 

 Segmented input sentence   
တရုတ�နိုင�ငံ|စခီ��မ�|ပ�ည�နယ�|အနောက�တောင�ပို

င�း|ရင�ဘင�းမ�ိ့ု|၌|ဧပ�ီ|၂၅|ရက�|က|ရစ�ခ��တာစက

ေး|၄|ဒသမ|၈|န�င�့|၄|ဒသမ|၂|အဆင�့ရ�ိ|ငလ�င�|န�စ

�|က�ိမ�|ထပ�မံ|လ�ုပ�ခ့ဲက�ောင�း|ပရက�စ�တီဗ�|ီသ

တင�း|တ�င�|ဖော�ပ�သည�|။| 

 
Figure 7: Output of Word Segmentation  

Figure 7 displays the output produced by word 
segmentation stage of the system. 

4.4. Information Extraction from Natural 
Disaster News 
 

 Conditional Random Fields to extract 
information from natural disaster news articles is 
used. The objective of this process is to extract 
all text segments that have some possibility for 
being part of the extraction template. Given that 
the most relevant data about natural disaster are 
factoid, this process exclusively focuses on the 
identification of proper names, quantities and 
dates. The system supported natural disaster 
types are Earthquake, Flood, Landslide, Volcanic 
Eruption, Tornado, Forest Fire and Storms. The 
semantic tag that is type of information to be 
extracted for each of the natural disasters is 
described in table 1. 
 
Table 1: Natural Disasters’ Type and 

Semantic Tags for Each Type 

Types of 
Natural 
Disasters 

Semantic Tags 

Earthquake Date, Time, Place, Magnitude, Epicenter, 
Latitude, Longitude, Depth, Fatalities, 
Injuries, Missing People, Damage 

Landslides Date, Time, Place, Cause, Volume, 
Fatalities, Injuries, Missing People, 
Damage 

Floods Date, Time, Place, Cause, Rainfall, 
Fatalities, Injuries, Missing People, 
Damage 

Volcanic 
Eruption  

Date, Time, Place, Volcano, Fatalities, 
Injuries, Missing People,  Damage 

Forest Fire Date, Time, Place, Size, Fatalities, 
Injuries, Missing People, Damage 

Tornado Date, Time, Place, Fatalities, Injuries, 
Missing People, Damage 

Storms Date, Time, Place, Name, Type, Rate, 
Fatalities, Injuries, Missing People, 
Damage 

 
နယူးဇလီန�နိုင�ငံ  B-Place 

တောင�  I-Place  

က��န�း I-Place  

တ�င�  O  

ဒီဇင�ဘာ   B-Date 

၃၁ I-Date  



ရက�  I-Date  
 

Figure 8: Training file for Information 
Extraction Model 

Figure 8 represents sample training file used in 
producing Information Extraction model and 
sample output of Information Extraction is 

demonstrated in Figure 9. 

Figure 9: Sample Output of Information 
Extraction as Template 

5. Evaluation and Analysis 
 
 In Automatic Myanmar Text Summarization 
System for natural disaster domain, 622 news 
articles for the years 2011, 2012, 2013 from 
official Myanmar newspaper is collected for both 
training and testing. Among them, 84 news 

articles are preserved for test and the remaining 
538 news are inserted into training data. Table 2 
shows the collected news articles according to 
type of training and testing. 
 
Table 2: Natural Disasters’ Type and 

Semantic Tags for Each Type 
 Training Testing 
Earthquake 196 17 
Flood 130 22 
Landslide 45 6 
Tornado 23 6 
Forest Fire 30 10 

Volcanic Eruption 25 6 
Storms 71 23 

 
5.1 Evaluation and Analysis of Word 
Segmentation 
 
 Recall, precision, and F-Measure of word 

segmentation is defined as follows: [2] 
Table 3 Analysis of Word Segmentation 

Number of words in training data 63150 words 
Number of correct words in the system 
answer 

4095   words 

Number of words in the system answer 4176   words 
Number of words in the correct 
answer 

4205   words 

 According to the analysis in Table 3, the 
precision, recall and F-Measure of word 
segmentation can be depicted as Table 4. 
 
Table 4 Evaluation Results for Word 

Segmentation 
Precision 0.98 
Recall 0.973 
F-Measure 0.974 

  
 Because of using machine learning approach 
for word segmentation, CRF based word 

Place  : 

တရုတ�နိုင�ငံစခီ��မ�ပ�ည�နယ�အနောက�တောင�ပိုင�းရင�

ဘင�းမ�ို့၌ 

Date   :ဧပ�ီ၂၅ရက�က 

Magnitude:ရစ�ခ��တာစကေး၄ဒသမ၈န�င�့၄ဒသမ၂ 

Injuries  :အနည�းဆံုး၂၄ဦးထိခိုက�ဒဏ�ရာရရ�ိသ�ားပ�းီ 

where, Place        - location of the earthquake 

         Date          - date of the earthquake 

         Magnitude  - magnitude of the earthquake 

         Injuries      - number of people injured in 

the earthquake 

 

��������� �  � !"#$ %& '%$$#'( )%$*+ ,- (.# +/+(#! 0-+)#$

� !"#$ %& )%$*+ ,- (.# +/+(#! 0-+)#$
 (3) 

1��233 �  � !"#$ %& '%$$#'( )%$*+ ,- (.# +/+(#! 0-+)#$

� !"#$ %& )%$*+ ,- (.# '%$$#'( 0-+)#$
       (4) 

4 5 6�2�7�� �  89:9;

:<;
                                                   (5) 



segmentation model resolves both of the 
problems of Dictionary based word 
segmentation: unknown word problem and 
parsing ambiguity problem. The performance of 
the proposed approach will be better if it gets 
larger size of corpus. 
 

5.1 Evaluation and Analysis of 
Information Extraction 
 
 The result of Information Extraction based on 
CRF is evaluated through the general measuring 
method used in Information Retrieval evaluation. 
The measures Precision, Recall and F-Measure 
are defined as follows [2]. 

��������� �  � !"#$ %& '%$$#'(=/ #>($0'(#* ,-&%$!0(,%-

� !"#$ %& #>($0'(#* ,-&%$!0(,%-
    (6) 
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Table 5 Evaluation Result for different types 
of information 

 
 Table 5 shows the evaluation results for 
different types of extracted information. 
According to this table, it can be seen that there 
are a variety of categories, and some categories 
are much more similar among each other. In 
these similar kinds of information, the 
performance of the approach is poor.  For 
example, the values of the attributes fatalities, 
injuries and missing people are cardinalities. 
Thus, although fatalities are well extracted, the 
precisions of injuries and missing people are 
poor. That is because the fatalities are much 
including in the training set than the other two.  
It is interesting to notice that for all categories 
the recall rates are better than the precision 
scores. This fact indicates that our system could 
extract most of the relevant information from the 
natural disaster news, but that is also extracts 
several irrelevant data. Error in word 
segmentation also affects the performance of 
information extraction. For example, in the word 
segmentation phase, if the names of the city or 
storm are not correctly segmented, it cannot be 
extracted correctly in this stage. 
 In order to improve this performance, it will 
be necessary to collect a greater training corpus. 
And it will be better if other features such as Part 
of Speech Tagging are used for information 
extraction. In addition, in our system, 
unnecessary information is tagged with ‘O’. 
Instead of tagging like this, if necessary 
information is tagged with some information, the 
performance of the system may be better. 
 

5. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE 
DIRECTIONS 
 
 This paper proposes multi-documents, query-
based, extractive and informative Automatic 

Type of  
Information
  

Precision Recall F-
Measure 

 
Date of Disaster 
Time of Disaster 
Place of Disaster 
Fatalities 
Injuries 
Missing People 
Physical Damage 
Magnitude 
(Earthquake) 
Epicenter  
(Earthquake) 
Latitude    
(Earthquake) 
Longitude 
(Earthquake) 
Depth       
(Earthquake) 
Cause       
(Landslide) 
Name of Volcano 
Size (Forest Fire) 
Type (Storms) 
Rate (Storms) 
Name of Storms 
 

 
0.96 
0.93 
0.92 
0.95 
0.44 
0.46 
0.82 
0.95 
 
0.75 
 
0.93 
 
0.93 
 
0.8 
 
0.87 
 
0.8 
0.6 
0.92 
0.71 
0.64 

 
0.96 
1.0 
0.98 
0.98 
0.47 
0.67 
0.93 
0.95 
 
0.86 
 
1.0 
 
1.0 
 
0.5 
 
1.0 
 
0.8 
0.75 
1.0 
0.83 
0.69 

 
0.96 
0.96 
0.95 
0.96 
0.46 
0.54 
0.87 
0.95 
 
0.80 
 
0.97 
 
0.97 
 
0.62 
 
0.93 
 
0.8 
0.67 
0.96 
0.77 
0.67 

Average       0.80 0.86 0.82 



Myanmar Text Summarization framework in 
order to be applied in many domains. In addition 
to framework, this research also proposes CRF-
based Word Segmentation and Information 
Extraction models. 
Although the proposed method is multi-
documents summarization, the tasks like 
anaphora resolution are not considered in this 
system. Therefore, future text summarizer should 
take count into these facts. 
For the news articles concerned with natural 
disaster domain, the disaster site is required to 
know as exact as possible. However, some news 
text depicts the place names of the hazards 
generally. In that case, ATS needs knowledge 
repositories of toponyms (place names) in order 
to figure out the specific locations. The idea is 
proposed in [8]. Therefore, in order to the 
Automatic Myanmar Text Summarization 
System function completely, implementation of 
toponym ontology should be considered as future 
direction. The next future work is concerned with 
word segmentation. Since this task is based on 
machine learning approach, a large corpus of 
training data makes the performance better. 
Concerned with information extraction task, it 
needs additional training data because it uses 
machine learning approach. Moreover, the 
proposed model does not consider other features 
like Part of Speech (POS) tagging and any other 
features that make the information extraction 
task better. 
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